
  

The 
EXPLR series



Seeing things 
IN A NEW LIGHT

The XO EXPLR boats empower any boater in more ways than one. Choose 
the design that best suits your needs and achieve what used to be 

unachievable. Set your sights further than you have ever set before.



  

The 
DSCVR series

BORN TO 
ROAM
  



The time has come to break away. Head out somewhere far 
to enjoy the view, the water – and most importantly the ride. 

Why not experience the utmost freedom in a way you have never  
experienced before? Untie the ropes, start the engine, and head towards 
the horizon, because extreme fun will never go out of style.  
Especially on our XO DSCVR series.



  

The 
DSCVR series





  

XO DSCVR 9 T-TopTAKING YOU 
FURTHER 



Going beyond what is conventional requires determination, a virtue which 
applies to both the designers and owners of XO DSCVR T-Top. While 

conventional bowriders look for calm waters close by, the DSCVR 9 T-Top 
can take the crew even through the roughest of seas. After exhilarating 
excursions, the possibility of relaxing aboard the DSCVR 9 T-Top on the 

way back is a pleasure.

XO DSCVR 9 T-Top

Configurate 
YOUR XO

Crossover



On the DSCVR 9 T-Top you can enjoy a full day of activities, thanks to features such as the vast 
sunbed area at the stern and integrated bar & dining area. The optional canopy helps make the 
design just outright perfect on a DSCVR 9 T-Top – rain or shine!



XO DSCVR 9 T-top

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Suspension seats for pilot & co-pilot

Full size wetbar and dining area

Vast sunbed & sofa

Spacious toilet + shower 

Dining table for 4-6 people

Bowrider style seat system + storages 6.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Overall lenght (excl. engines) m 8,57

Beam m 2,57

Construction hull/deck ALU/GRP

Weight (excl. engines) kg 2319

Draft to props m 0,94

Outboard engines hp 450

Fuel capacity L 305

Max speed range knots 45+

Passengers pers 8

Berths - SUNBED

Dead rise at transom ° DEEP-V 22 DEGREE

Hull material - MARINE ALUMINUM

Classification C

MEASUREMENTS DSCVR 9



  

XO DSCVR 9 OpenSUN, FUN 
AND A 
WHOLE 
LOT MORE 



XO DSCVR 9 Open

There are many words to describe XO DSCVR 9 Open, but ordinary is not
one of them. This boat shares the rebellious soul of a bowrider, yet its 

performance is similar to that of professional patrol boats and even 
speedboats. The DSCVR 9 Open takes you places in style thanks to its 

luxurious deck areas. The most robust day cruisers out there.

Configurate 
YOUR XO

Crossover



The military grade deep-V aluminum hull forms the foundation for this model. The stern area turns quickly into a party space with the inclusion 
of a barbeque that can be enjoyed by up to ten people; The DSCVR 9 Open is a great example of XO’s ability to use every square inch 
efficiently and in a multi-purpose way for the benefit of the customer whatever their needs.
 



XO DSCVR 9 Open

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Suspension seats for pilot & co-pilot

Full size wetbar and dining area

Vast sunbed aft. deck & sofa

Spacious toilet + shower 

Dining table for 4-6 people

Bowrider style seat system + storages 6.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Overall lenght (excl. engines) m 8,57

Beam m 2,57

Construction hull/deck ALU/GRP

Weight (excl. engines) kg 2259

Draft to props m 0,94

Outboard engines hp 450

Fuel capacity L 305

Max speed range knots 45+

Passengers pers 8

Berths - SUNBED

Dead rise at transom ° DEEP-V 22 DEGREE

Hull material - MARINE ALUMINUM

Classification C

MEASUREMENTS DSCVR 9



  

The 
DSCVR series



Each of the models in our XO DSCVR fleet are reliable and robust for any 
type of situation and offer the most possibilities. Whatever the desire of the 

captain and crew, these boats will successfully stand up to the challenge.

On the sunny side 
OF THE SEA



Last but not least, we offer you the XO DFNDR series. 
Strong, powerful, and beautiful, with a design just as 

thought-out as the rest of our XO boats, these boats set 
you up for a spectacular trip.

  

The DFNDR 
series



  

The DFNDR 
series

READY  
FOR A 
ROUGH 
RIDE
  



  

The DFNDR 
series





XO DFNDR 8

WORLD 
PREMIERE



Pushing the ideas of adaptability and configuration to new heights, 
you can semi-customize the boat for your unique needs to reach 

new sights from the arctic oceans to the tropical seas. Adapting the 
design philosophies of super yacht design by using ultra-strong and 
light aluminium in the hull and superstructure, deep-V hull DFNDR 8 

is an excellent choice for exploring unknown waters.

XO DFNDR 8

Configurate 
YOUR XO

Crossover



XO DFNDR 8 can be configured from open sun top boat to a fully enclosed cabin boat by choosing the fixed side windows and hard
aft wall as options. All the intelligent choices to configure the boat just for your needs make DFNDR 8 excellent for sport fishing, water sport 
or commuting. A combination of confidence and performance, the agile DFNDR 8 can reach +50 knots of speed with a twin 225 hp or single 
450 hp engine. The boat layout combines a classic walkthrough layout with a semi-raised deck on the bow with a full-sized sun bed. The 
saloon sofa area turns overnight bed during longer journeys embracing XO’s core dna of adventure. There is a separate toilet on the port side 
of the cabin.



XO DFNDR 8

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Twin Mercury V6 engines or single 450 hp V8

Optional suntop or fixed roof

Full size cabin with berth for two and separate head

Optional fully enclosed cabin with aft ceiling door

The NEW aluminium Deep-V hull6.

4.

2.

1.

5.
6.

Overall lenght m 8,0

Beam m 2,37

Construction hull/deck ALU/GRP

Weight (excl. engines) kg 1900

Draft to props m 0,8

Outboars engines hp 2X225 - 450

Fuel capacity L 400

Max speed range knots 50+

Passengers pers 8

Berths - 2

Dead rise at transom ° DEEP-V 23 DEGREE

Hull material - MARINE ALUMINUM

Classification C

MEASUREMENTS DFNDR 8

DFNDR 8 is a genuine powerboat that maintains the uncompromising 
attitude and resilience of a true XO with a substantial cabin, thanks to 

its walkthrough design. The XO DFNDR 8 can host up to 8 passengers 
for day trips and expeditions. 

3.

Semi-raised deck on the bow



  

The DFNDR 8 
series






